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SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME

This application claims priority from U.S.

Provisional Application No. 60/468,644, filed May 8,

2003, the entire content of which is incorporated

5 herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates, in general, to

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and, in

particular, to a method of generating neutralizing

10 antibodies to the virus. The invention further

relates to a method of detecting the presence of the

virus and to a method of treating an infected

individual

.

BACKGROUND

15 Since the severe acute respiratory syndrome

(SARS) epidemic surfaced in Asia, more than 2600

cases have been identified in 19 countries, and more

than 100 deaths have been reported. SARS has

recently been identified as a new clinical entity

20 (INFECTIOUS DISEASES: Deferring Competition, Global

Net Closes In on SARS. Science 300 (5617) : 224-5

(2003); Ksiazek et al, N. Engl. J. Med. Apr 10

(2003); Drosten et al, N. Engl. J. Med. Apr 10 [epub

ahead of print] (2003); Poutanen et al, N. Engl. J.

25 Med.Apr 10 [epub ahead of print] (2003)) . It has

been found that a novel coronavirus is associated

with this outbreak, and the evidence indicates that

this virus has an etiologic role in SARS since this
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virus was found in samples from multiple SARS

patients in several independent laboratories. The

complete genome of the SARS associated coronavirus

("the SARS virus") was derived by sequencing of gene

5 fragments generated using consensus coronavirus

primers designed to amplify SARS genes by reverse

transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)

.

The SARS virus is RNA virus with the genome

size of approximately 29K nucleotides. The complete

10 SARS virus genome sequence has been reported by

Jones et al and is available in the NCBI DNA

database (GI : 29826277). Phylogenetic analyses and

sequence comparisons showed that the SARS virus is

not closely related to any of the previously

15 characterized coronaviruses (Figs. 1-5).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to

SARS. More specifically, the invention relates to a

method of producing neutralizing antibodies to the

20 virus and to a method of treating individuals

infected with the virus. The invention further

relates to a method of detecting the presence of the

virus in a sample. The invention additionally

relates to compounds and compositions suitable for

2 5 use in such methods.

Objects and advantages of the present invention

will be clear from the description that follows.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1- Amino acid sequence comparison of

spike protein between SARS coronavirus with bovine

coronavirus

.

5 Figure 2 . Amino acid sequence comparison of

spike proteins between SARS coronavirus with human

coronavirus OC43

.

Figure 3 . Phylogenetic analysis of coronavirus

N protein.

10 Figure 4. Phylogenetic analysis of coronavirus

S protein.

Figure 5. Phylogenetic analysis of coronavirus

M protein.

Figure 6. Protein structure of SARS virus

15 spike glycoprotein.

Figure 7. Protein structure of SARS virus

nucleocapsid (NP) protein.

Figure 8. SARS spike protein peptides.

Figure 9. SARS NP protein peptides.
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Figure 10. Coronavirus spike protein among

isolates

.

Figure 11. Peptide design based on predicated

SARS spike protein antigenic epitopes

.

5 Figure 12 . HR and LZ domains in coronavirus

spike proteins. (HR1 (SEQ ID NO:34) , HR2 (SEQ ID

NO:35)

)

Figure 13. Immunization protocol of rabbits

with SARS spike protein peptides.

10 Figure 14 . Schematic representation of SARS

expression vectors

.

Figure 15. Western blot analysis of SARS spike

protein, shown are purified SARS spike protein

(lane 1), spike protein Ig fusion protein (lane 3)

15 and mock transfection supernatant control, produced

in transformed 2 93 cells and purified using a lectin

column - analysis was effected using Western blot

and detection using immune sera of a mouse immunized

with a DNA vaccine expressing SARS spike protein.

20 Figure 16. Induction of antibody reacted with

recombinant SARS spike protein by immunization with

plasmid DNAs that express SARS -spike protein. or

spike protein-Ig. Serum samples were collected
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10 days after immunizations and assayed by ELISA.

Shown are the end-point ELISA titers against

recombinant SARS spike proteins coated on a 96-well

plate (200 ng/well)

.

5 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, the present invention

relates to a method of producing neutralizing

antibodies to the SARS virus. In a further

embodiment , the invention relates to a method of

10 treating an individual infected with the virus. In

another embodiment, the invention relates to a

method of detecting the presence of the SARS virus

in a sample (e.g.. a biological sample) . The

invention also relates to compounds and compositions

15 suitable for use in the such methods.

The structure of the SARS virus putative spike

glycoprotein (1,255 amino acids) and that of the

nucleocapsid protein (NP) (422 amino acids) have

been analyzed using DNAStar computer program,

20 version 3.16 (DNAStar Inc.) (see Figs. 6 and 7,

respectively; the notation on the right margin

indicates the nature of the region such as

antigenicity index, surface probability etc.).

Based on the antigenic index of these two

25 proteins, and data in the literature relating to

other coronaviruses, the panel of peptides listed in

Table 1 (SEQ ID NO : 1 to SEQ ID NO: 33, respectively)

has been designed (see also Fig. 8 and 9)

.

Positions of variability that have been identified
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in the SARS virus spike protein are shown in Fig

.

10.

Table 1. Synthetic Peptides derived from SARS coronavirus spike and N proteins.

frame of peptide Amino acid sequence a.

a

position
DUHVT SA-S1 TTFDDVQAPNYTQHTSSMRGVYYPDEIFRSDT 20-51 *

PUHVT SA-S2 FKDGIYFAATEKSNWRGWVFGSTMNNKSQS 83-113

DUHVI SA-S3 NSTNWIRACNFELCDNPFFAVSKPMGTQTH 119-149
DUHVT SA-S4-A FEYISDAFSLDVSEKSGNFKHLREFVFK 161-188 *

DTTHVTJjun v j. SA-S4 DVSEKSGNFKHLREFVF10JJKDGFLYVYKGYQPIDVVRDLPSC " ' 171-213
DTTHVTJusUXI V X SA-S4-B KGYQPIDVVRDLPSGFNTLKPIFK 198-221 *

DUHVI SA-S5 FSPAQDIWGTSAAAYFVGYLKPTTFMLKYDENGTIT 238-273
SA-S6 KYDENGTITDAVDCSQNPLAELK . 265-287 *

nTTTTVTJjun v x SA-S7 FSPAQDIWGTSAAAYFVGYIiKPTTFMLKYDENGTIT 288-320
DUHVI SA-S8 FWKGDDVRQIAPGQTGVIADYNYKLPDDFM 386-417
DUHVI SA-S9 NTRNIDATSTGNYNYKYRYLRHGKLRPFERDISN 424-457 *

DUHVI SA-S10 FSPDGKPCTPPALNCYWPLNDYGFYTTTGIG 460-490
DUHVI SA-S11 PKLSTDLIKNQCVWFNFNGLTGTGVLTPSSKRFQ 513-546
DUHVI SA-S12 TPSSKRFQPFQQFGRDVSDFTDSVRDPKTSE 539-569 *

On Ol J TNASSEVAVIjYQDVNCTDVSTAIHADQLiTPAWRIYSTGN 588-626
DUHVI SA-S14 EHVDTSYECDIPIGAGICASYHTVSLLRSTSQKS

I

640-674
DUHVI SA-S15 EHVDTSYECDIPIGAGICASYHTVSLLRSTSQKSI 753-782
DUHVI SA-S16 LKPTKRSFIEDLLFNKVTLADAGFMKQYGECLGDINARDL 792-831
DUHVI SA-S17 NQKQIANQFNKAISQIQESLTTTSTALGKLQDWNQNAQ 901-939
DUHVI SA-S18 SKRVDFCGKGYHLMSFPQAAPHGVVFLHVTYVPSQERNF 1019-1057
DUHVI SA-S19 EGKAYFPREGVFVFNGTSWFITQRNFFSP 1066-1094
DUHVI SA-S20 DPLQPELDSFKEELDKYFKNHTSPDVDLGDIS

G

1121-1153 *

' DUHVI SA-S21 QKEIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDLQELGKYEQY 1162-1191
DUHVI SA-S22 LTVLPPLLTDDMIAAYTAALVSGTATAGWTFGAGAALQIPF 841-882 *

DUHVI SA-S23 AMQMAYRFNGIGVTONVLYENQKQIANQFNKAISQIQESL 843-921 *

DUHVI SA-S24 ELDSFKEELDKYFKNHTSPDVDLGDISGINASVV 1127-1161 *

DUHVI SA-S25 NIQKEIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDLQELGKYEQYIKWPW 1162-1197 *

DHVI SA-N1 DSTDNNQNGGRNGARPKQRRPQGLPNN 23-49 *

DHVI SA-N2 GSRGGSQASSRS SSRSRGNSRNSTPGSSRGNSPAR 176-210 *

DHVI SA-N3 KVSGKGQQQQGQTVTKKSAAEASKKPRQKRTATK 234-267 *

DHVI SA-N4 GRRGPEQTQGNFGDQDLIRQGTDYKH 276-301 *

DHVI SA-N5 HIDAYKTFPPTEPKKDKKKKTDEAQPLPQRQKKQ 357-369
DHVI SA-N6 QKKQPTVTLLPAADMDDFSRQLQNSMSGASADSTQ 387-421

5 The present invention., includes the peptides set
•t

forth in Table 1 (and Figs. 8 and 9) , corresponding

peptides from other SARS virus isolates and unique

and/or antigenic portions of such peptides. Unique

and/or antigenic portions are preferably at least 5
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amino acids in length, more preferably, at least 6,

7, 8, 9 or 10 amino acids in length. The peptides

can be synthesized, for example, using standard

chemical syntheses techniques, as can polymers

5 containing multiple copies of one or more of the

above peptides or portions. The peptides (portions

and polymers) can also be synthesized using well-

known recombinant DNA techniques. Recombinant

synthesis may be preferred when the peptides are

10 covalently linked.

In addition to the above peptides (and portions

and polymers) , the invention also relates to nucleic

acids encoding the same. The nucleic acids (e.g.,

DNA) can be present in a vector (e.g., a viral

15 vector or a plasmid) , advantageously linked to a

promoter

.

The invention includes compositions containing

one or more of the above peptides (or portions or

polymers) , or nucleic acids encoding same, and a

20 carrier, e.g., a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier. The peptide -containing compositions can

further include an adjuvant (such as alum) . The

peptides of the invention (or portions or polymers)

can be present in the composition conjugated to a

25 carrier molecule, either directly or indirectly via

a spacer molecule. Carrier molecules are,

advantageously, non-toxic, pharmaceutically

acceptable and of a size sufficient to produce an

immune response in mammals. Examples of suitable

30 carriers include tetanus toxoid and keyhole limpet

hemocyanin

.
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As indicated above, in one embodiment, the

present invention relates to a method of producing

neutralizing antibodies in a mammal (e.g., a human)

to the SARS virus . The method comprises

5 administering to a mammal in need thereof an amount

of one or more of the above-described peptides,

portions or polymers, sufficient to effect the

production of neutralizing antibodies. (See also

Figs. 11 and 12 - the regions specifically depicted

10 in Fig. 11 corresponding to regions reportedly

associated with the induction of neutralizing

antibodies in the context of other coronaviruses;

Fig. 12 provides the sequences of HR1 and HR2 -

these are sequences demonstrated to be capable of

15 inhibiting fusion of animal coronaviruses (see

Daniel et al, J. Virol. 67:1185-1194 (1993);

Routledge et al, J. Virol. 65:254-262 (1991); Talbot

et al. J. Virol 62:3032-3036 (1988) and Luo and

Weiss In Coronavirus and Arteriviruses , ed. by

20 Enjuanes, pp. 17-22 (1998)).) Optimum dosing

regimens, which can vary with the peptide used, the

patient and the effect sought, can be readily

determined by one skilled in the art

.

In an alternative aspect of this embodiment,

25 production of neutralizing antibodies to the SARS

virus can be effected by administering the above-

described nucleic acids under conditions such that

the nucleic acid is expressed, the encoded peptide

produced and the neutralizing antibodies generated.

3 0 That is, nucleic acids encoding the peptides

(portions and polymers) of the invention can be used
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as components of, for example, a DNA vaccine wherein

the peptide encoding sequence (s) is/are administered

as naked DNA or, for example, a minigene encoding

the peptides can be present in a viral vector. The

5 encoding sequence (s) can be present, for example, in

a replicating or non-replicating adenoviral vector,

an adeno-associated virus vector, an attenuated

mycobacterium tuberculosis vector, a Bacillus

Calmette Guerin (BCG) vector, a vaccinia or Modified

10 Vaccinia Ankara (MVA) vector, another pox virus

vector, recombinant polio and other enteric virus

vector, Salmonella species bacterial vector,

Shigella species bacterial vector, Venezuelean

Equine Encephalitis Virus (VEE) vector, a Semliki

is Forest Virus vector, or a Tobacco Mosaic Virus

vector. The encoding sequence (s), can also be

expressed as a DNA plasmid with, for example, an

active promoter such as a CMV promoter. Other live

vectors can also be used to express the sequences of

20 the invention. Expression of the peptides of the

invention can be induced in a patient's own cells,

by introduction into those cells of nucleic acids

that encode the peptides, preferably using codons

and promoters that optimize expression in human

25 cells. Examples of methods of making and using DNA

vaccines are disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,580,859,

5,589,466, and 5,703,055.

In another embodiment, the present invention

relates to a method of treating an individual (e.g.,

30 a human) infected with the SARS virus. As above,

this method can be effected by administering the

9
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above-described peptides (portions and polymers)

(the use of one or more of peptides SA-20 to SA-25

from Table 1, or portions thereof or polymers

comprising same, being preferred) or nucleic acids

5 in an amount and under conditions such that the

treatment is effected. Peptides comprising HR-1

and/or HR-2, or portions thereof, are particulaly

preferred. The significance of the HR-1 and HR-2

(LZ (leucine zipper) ) regions is that these are

10 homologous regions to the coil coil structures of

HIV gp41, and HR-2 corresponds to the HR-2 or (T-20)

drug that is working so well for HIV. Thus, the

SARS virus HR-1 or HR-2 peptide (or portion thereof)

can be expected to inhibit fusion of infected cells

15 and prevent virus entry.

Optimum dosing regimens can be readily

determined by one skilled in the art.

Suitable routes of administration of the

peptides (portions and polymers) and nucleic acid of

20 the invention include systemic (e.g. intramuscular

or subcutaneous) . Alternative routes can be used

when an immune response is sought in a mucosal

immune system (e.g., intranasal).

In another embodiment, the invention relates to

25 methods of detecting the SARS virus in a sample

(e.g., a biological sample from a patient, such as a

blood, serum, sputum or fecal sample, or an

environmental sample, such as a water or sewage

sample) . As appropriate, the method can be effected

30 by detecting the presence of viral proteins or

nucleic acids. For example, the above-described

10
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peptides (portions or polymers) can be used to

generate antibodies (polyclonal or monoclonal) using

standard techniques. The antibodies (or binding

fragments thereof) can then be used, for example, in

5 standard immunoassays, to detect the presence of

SARS viral protein in the sample. The peptides

(portions and polymers) can also be used, for

example, in accordance with standard immunoassay

techniques, to detect the presence of viral

10 antibodies in, for example, the blood of a patient.

Alternatively, the nucleic acids described above, or

complements thereof, can be used according to

standard techniques as probes or primers to detect

the presence of viral encoding sequences in a

15 sample. It will be appreciated that any of the

peptides (portions or polymers) , antibodies (or

fragment) or nucleic acids can bear a detectable

label (e.g., a fluorescent or radiolabel)

.

Certain aspects of the invention can be

20 described in greater detail in the non-limiting

Examples that follows.

EXAMPLE 1

Development of polyclonal immune sera by

immunization in rabbits with synthetic peptides

25 derived from SARS virus

Peptides listed in Table 1 are synthesized as

crude peptides, purified and analyzed. Rabbits (2

for each peptides) are immunized with this panel of

11
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SARS virus peptides at a dose of 250|ig per injection

per animal for a total of 5 immunizations with RIBI

adjuvant. Serum samples are collected 10 days after

each immunization, and assayed against the

5 immunizing peptides. Further characterization of

immune sera including the reactivity of immune sera

with native SARS virus proteins is effected.

EXAMPLE 2

10

Development of monoclonal antibodies against the

SARS virus spike glycoprotein and NP using synthetic

peptides derived the SARS virus as immunogen

15 Based on the initial immunogenicity results of

the panel of SARS virus peptides, 1-2 peptides are

selected from both SARS spike glycoprotein and NP as

immunogens to immunize Balb/c mice for development

of monoclonal antibodies. Immune sera and initial

20 screening of hybridoma cell culture are carried out

using the immunizing peptides. Further

characterization and screening of monoclonal

antibodies are effected using SARS native spike

glycoprotein and NP expressed in a eukaryotic cell

25 expression system. The neutralizing activities of

the monoclonal antibodies are assessed.

12
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EXAMPLE 3

Development of polyclonal immune sera by

immunization of rabbits with synthetic peptides

5 derived from SARS coronavirus

.

The protein structure of the putative spike

glycoprotein (1,255 amino acids) has been analyzed

using DNAStar computer program. Based on the

10 antigenic index of these two proteins, a panel of 33

peptides derived from SARS coronavirus spike protein

and NP proteins (as listed in Table 1) has been

designed. Of these peptides, nine (SI, S4A, S4B,

S9, S12, S20, S23. S24 and S25) have been used to

15 immunize rabbits using a immunization protocol as

shown in Figure 13 . Other peptides will be used in

the future experiments.

20

EXAMPLE 4

Expression of SARS coronavirus spike glycoprotein

and development of monoclonal antibodies (Mabs)

against SARS virus.

25 To develop Mabs and vaccine immunogens against

SARS virus, a SARS coronavirus spike protein gene

has been developed with codon- and RNA structure

optimized for optimal expression. To produce

secreted soluble SARS spike protein, an expression

30 vector (SARS SATC) was generated in which the

transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic domain (Cyt) of

13
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SARS spike protein was deleted. To enhance the

immunogenicity and stability as well as to provide

for ease of purification of SARS spike protein, the

extracellular domain of SARS spike protein was

5 linked with either mouse or human IgG constant

region genomic sequence (Figure 14) . These 2 vectors

were used for production of spike protein in vitro

by transfection and also used as vaccine immunogens

for development of monoclonal antibody as well as

10 vaccine immunogens for induction of neutralizing

antibodies against SARS virus.

As shown in Figure 15, SARS spike proteins have

been expressed in 293 cells by transfection with

SARS SATC and SARSATC-Ig vectors and purified using

15 a lectin column. Purified proteins were analyzed by

SDS-PAGE and Western blot (Figure 15) . The

extracellular domain SARS spike protein has a

molecular weight of approximately 150Kda, and SARS

spike protein- Ig fusion protein has a molecular

20 weight of approximately 170Kda as detected by immune

serum from a mouse immunized with the DNA vaccine

that expresses SARS spike protein extracellular

domain (Figure 14) . The purified SARS spike protein

has been used for evaluation of immunogenicity of

25 SARS spike protein expression DNA vaccine (see

below) . To generate Mabs, mice (4 mice for each

group) have been immunized with the SARS SATC vector

that expresses SARS spike protein. Mice developed

antibody responses as detected using Western blot

30 (Figure 15) and ELISA (Figure 16) . Both SARS SATC

and SARSATC-Ig vectors were also used as DNA vaccine

14
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immunogens for evaluation of the immunogenicity for

induction of neutralizing antibody against SARS.

* * *

All documents cited above are hereby

5 incorporated in their entirety by reference.
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